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THE  
KEBAB KINGS 

 
 
The humble kebab. A rite of passage for millions of revelers looking for late-night 
nourishment the world over – and nowhere more than in Australia where there are more 
kebab shops than McDonalds outlets.  
 
Funny, moving and at times outrageous, this 
innovative insight into a hidden Australian 
institution sees two multicultural families 
running two busy kebab shops and getting a 
unique perspective on Aussie life.  
 
In an Australian TV first, fixed rig cameras 
document the challenges both sets of owners 
and staff face in the busiest season of the year 
– the 3 weeks leading up to Christmas. And as 
we found out, just as much goes on behind the spits and skewers of meat as it does in 
front of them. 
 
In Melbourne Muslim-Indian couple, ‘drunk-food’ entrepreneurs Mustafa and Zareena 
(above), have re-mortgaged their home, risking everything to expand their empire beyond 
their first shop, SMITH KEBABS. Their aim is to become the ‘kebab kings’ of the booming 
suburb of Collingwood, but they’ll need to keep their not-entirely-happy army of staff and 
delivery drivers onside if they want to pull it off. 
 

And in Sydney’s city-centre, the notorious ‘Angry 
Mile’ of George St, Turkish kebab veterans 
Fatima and Nafi are retiring, having sold their 
beloved OZ TURK to inexperienced Syrian 
brothers Fadi and Rami. But as the new owners’ 
new methods send the shop into decline, can 
the old-guard convince them to swallow their 
pride and save the business from certain 
closure? 
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OWNER PROFILES 
 
 

SMITH KEBABS, MELBOURNE 
 
 

MUSTAFA & ZAREENA 
 

 
 
In just 8 years together down under, this ambitious young couple from 
Hyderabad, India, are living the Australian dream.  
 
With a family home, two children, two cars and their own kebab 
business, they’re now planning to expand their “drunk-food” empire and 
become the kebab kings of Collingwood, Melbourne.  
 
But with big plans comes big risk; they’ve re-mortgaged their home, 
risking everything on a pizza-arm for the shop. The pressure is on for 
their loyal staff to deliver during the most crucial three weeks of the 
year. 
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OZ TURK, SYDNEY 
 
 

THE OWNERS: FADI AND RAMI 
 

 
 
 
Syrian brothers Fadi and Rami have recently taken over local institution 
OZ TURK on Sydney’s ‘Angry Mile’ of George Street. And they have big 
shoes to fill. Previous owners, Turkish couple Fatima and Nafi, are local 
legends, having spent over a decade building OZ TURK into a warm and 
friendly environment for all-comers – even the local homeless 
community.  
 
As the inexperienced young owners new management style loses them 
vital staff members – and scores of valued regular customers – kebab 
shop veterans Fatima, Nafi and son Ufuk agree to help by working shifts 
across the most crucial three weeks of the year, the run up to Christmas. 
 
Can they stop the Syrian brothers from steering Oz Turk to certain 
closure? 
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THE FORMER OWNERS, FATIMA AND NAFI 
 

 
 
Fatima and husband Nafi built OZ TURK into a local institution over 14-
years of hard work and sacrifice. It was the fourth kebab shop Fatima 
had owned but it was by far her most cherished. She loves everyone – 
but especially her customers. Unfortunately her customers don’t like the 
new owners; they’ve deserted OzTurk in droves. 
 
Having sold the shop, Nafi claims it’s no longer his problem, but who’s 
he trying to kid?! The more the Syrian brothers’ inexperience affects the 
shop, the angrier he gets. He’s building a wood-fired pizza-oven for 
Fatima and a kebab rotor for himself in their back yard as a way of 
softening the blow of leaving the shop behind.  
 
Before they leave OZ TURK behind forever, Fatima, Nafi and son Ufuk 
have agreed to help the brothers through the most crucial period of the 
year – the run-up to Christmas. Can they lure some of those crucial 
regular customers back and convince Fadi and Rami to change their 
management style? Or will they have to stand by and watch as the 
brothers ruin the business they gave up so much to build? 
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UFUK 
 

 
 
Fatima and Nafi’s son Ufuk has spent his whole life around kebabs, 
having virtually grown up at OZ TURK – and he probably always will.  
 
He made and served his first kebab aged-12 and now runs his own shop, 
OZ TURK JR.  
 
His business philosophy revolves entirely around making sure the 
customers are happy, the food is fresh and the shop is clean – which 
puts him on a collision course with Fadi and Rami and their way of 
running the business his mum and dad built. 


